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INTRODUCTION

A city serves different functions, but the coramon

function that is found needed in every city is to offer safe,

efficient and comfortable shelters and homes for its inhabitants,

There is no doubt that this objective has been scarcely

reached, and that was the result of improper planning.

The main objective of this study is to make a research

of this problem through studying the city as a whole, and

finding out how a proper solution can be identified.

This study is the basis that is going to be taken into

consideration in the development of a program for a

"Worklngmen City" to be designed in Cairo, Egypt, This city

will be a residential city for the workers in the factories

in Cairo, It will be a city of 6000 units, and the necessary

services. The choice of the site and the development of

the requirements and the program will be an application of

the conclusions and Ideas that will be reached through this

s tudy•

There is one point that should be noticed, that cities

are for the people, so the satisfaction of their needs is

what we should plan for. This necessitates the study of the

individuals for whom we are planning and through finding out *



what they should have^ an emcient and successTul planning

can be reached.

In this respect all the factors that are influencing

the individuals for whom we are planning should be studied.

The social, religious, climatic, financial, traditional and

even historic conditions are to be considered, and only by

this way can we ever be able to know what we ought to do.
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CHAPTER I

THE CITY

The city serves many functions; these can be classified

into the following functions:

1. dwelling
2. Work (production)
3. Recreation

4« Transportation

This study is only concerned with the first function,

and what may be needed to know about its relation to the

other functions. In fact, it is this function that

necessitated the three other functions, and this ia the

problem that has to be solved on a right basis, as it exists

now In our cities, in the least satisfactory condition.

The very existence of blighted areaa and slums within

our cities is a proof of the inadequacy of our cities to

satisfy their basic function.

It is wise to find out the existing deficiencies, how

they were found and why, and that will help to identify the

solution, the first study i,hat will be made is of ^the

blighted areas and slums".

What Is a Area or a Slum? "A blighted area

is one on the downgrade, which has not reached the slum



stage, but which frequently exlilbits at least some of the

characteristics of sliims."^

"a slxun la most simply defined as housing (on whatever

scale) so Inadequate or so deteriorated as to endanger the

health, safety or morals of Its Inhabitants,"^

To make It clearer, these slums can be marked as being

characteristic of the following:

1. Inadequate living space inside the dwellings, which

is the result of lack of light and sunshine, bad orientation,

lack of fresh air and ventilation and lack of privacy and

isolation,

2, Inadequate space outside the dwellings, as there

lacks play areas, plants and trees, adequate yard space, and

undue proximity of traffic,

S, The buildings themselves are usually characterized

by poor heating, plumbing and toilet facilities, insanitation,

hazards from fire and building collapse, lack of proper

repairs and unsightliness,

4, Resultant factors as high rates of dependency, crime

"Can Our Cities Survive?" An ABC of Urban Problems,
Their Analysis, Their Solutions, by Jose' Luis Sert, Based
on the proposals formulated by the C,I,A.M,

^Edith E, VSood, Slums and Bligrsted Areas in the United
States (Washington: United States Housing Authority, 1938),



delinquency, illness, mortality &nd illiteracy.

5* High density of popula tion which reaches overcrowdednesa,

and In this resy^ect It la of Intereat to quote the following}

Overcrowding la not only to be found in the central
parts of our cities. It also occur^tin" the vest resl-
deatial areas which developed m a cohaequence of the
Industrial growth of the past century.^

Go» Dcea a Blij?hted Area or Slum Orlylnftte? When a

city grows, it usually grows arcund a center, so usually the

central are those of older date, and consequently

their buildings are older. As they grow older and less

attractive, the rent fells down, fh© owners hold to their

proi>erfcy for spectla^iion, ao they reaodel their houses, or add

to the existing structures eo that the house that waa to

hold one faailly can hold nore families• the courtyerds ere

occupied by new structures; fresh air and sunligiit are pre

vented frtai penetrating into these houses, the occupants

always ©hang® to lower and poorer people as the original

occurants move away when conditions become worse, until the

t-'Bffie comefi when the district becomes a blighted are® and a

8lu«, with ell their eharaeteristlca of bad living conditlona,

buildings, roads or their Inhabitants,

To have an Idea of the bad effeotjn of living In these

slums, we can notice that lack of sunlight and fresh air

-

^"Town Planning Chart"



lessens the resistance to diseases; and overcrowding helps

largely in their rapid spreading, as isolation is almost

tmpcssible in the way these sluais exist, ftxe following

figures show by statistics what that means:

1, Three out of four tenant babies have rickets
from lack of sunshine and/or faulty diets,

2, The tuberculosis bacillus in the sputum of an
advanced coughing patient can live o.nd remain
active:

a. In a dark room several months
b. In a dimly lighted room weeks
c. In a well-lighted room

with northern exposure about two days
d. In a sunny room about two hours
e. Exposed to direct sunshine 16 minutes

That shows the need for sunlight in our homes. As for

the need of fresh air, it is, of course, beyond question, and

if we have chat in mind, we can understand the importance

of attaining ©ross-ventilatioa and proper orientation in

the design of housing projects.

Of course, when we know the kind of an Individual that

lives in a al\m, ignorant and poor, lacking in his home the

simplest needs of a civilized human being, a clean bathroom

or adequate sewage disposal, we should understand how these

slums develop into cells of crimes and Illness,

It la interesting to mention the following figures

contrasting the health statistics of part of Detroit Eastslde

blighted area with the same statistics for the city as a

whole:
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city Slum
Average Average.

Pneumonia cases per 100,000 population 74,5 217
Tuberculosis per 100,000 population 75,6 488
Infant mortality 57,7

All the above mentioned characteristics of blighted

areas and slums are in spite of the fact that these areas

comparatively coat the city governments and consequently

the taxpayers more money than the other parts of the city

as their includes a constant struggle against disease,

crime and fires.

The follOTwing figures clearly show this fact:

Comparison of Costs to City of Boston
of Various Districts

District Profit or Deficit Amount per net

1, Business District Profit
2, Industrial District Profit
5, High Rent Residential

District Profit
4, Miscellaneous

Hesidential District Profit
5, Suburban Residential

District Deficit
6, Low Rent Residential

District Deficit

110.146

5554

17154

4544

15104

This is a very important fact that should be well

known, because it leads to the conclusion that besides the

fact that It is the duty of the governments to improve the

conditions of living for the people within the possible,

"it is also orofltable for them to finance the operation of



and efficient residential areas Instead,"

As an example of wbat existed In one of the largest

oitlps in the United States, here are some facts about sub

standard housing in Los Angeles;

1939 Real Lnvento;

Out of ̂ 50,107 dwelling units in areas of Los Angeles'
studied, 58,709 or 24^ were sub-standard as follows:

45,520 units physically sub-standard
units overcrowded (more than 1,51
persona per room)

6,998 units overcrowded and physically
sub-standard

176,000 or of the people in areas studied were
living in sub-standard dwellings.

17,700 children were living in physically
sub-standard units

13,000 children were living in overcrowded units
12,00!) children were living in overcrowded

and physically sub-standard units
47,8^ of all families with five or rsore children

were living in physically sub-standard
units•

87^ of sub-standai»d dwellings were occupied by tenants.

52,198 units had no private bath or toilet facilities.

27,575 units were in need of major repairs.

5,242 units were found to be unfit for use,

7,702 people were in units with no inside toilet facilities.

"Sth, 6th and 7th Consolidated Report," Housing
Authority of the City of Los Angeles,

1;.,



16,498 out of 35,000 single-person units were sub-standard,

63^ of the people in areas studied were Anglo-American,
(18,5'l of Anglo-American were living in sub-standard
units comprising 65^ of the total sub-standard units.)

8^ of the people in areas studied ̂ were Mexican-American,
(69,6?* of Mexican-Americans were living in sub-standard
units, comprising Sl'^ of the total sub-suandard units.)

of the people in areas studied were Megro-American.
(2G,65^ of Negro-Americans were living in sub-standard
units, comprising 9?fe of the total sub-atandard units,)

2^ of the people la areas studied were Oriental-Americana,
,f Oriental-Americans were living in sub-standard

units, comprising 6% of the total sub-standard units.)

1940 tl, CenstJ-s

58,419 or 11,8^ of the total dwelling units in the city
were declared physically sub-standard due to need
for major repairs or lack of adequate sanitary facilities,

19,039 families were living in overcrowded units. The
total of both ovei'crowded and physically sub-standard
units Is not available,

■  - f

Lowest rental districts showed the highest incidence of
the following sub-standard living conditions

Overcrowding Need for luajor re .--airs Mo private bath
Obsolete struct^^^es Ho private toilet No running water

®iis gives an idea of the problems included, but it also

shows how urgent and critical they are in most of the cities, f

especially the large ones. J

^"Ita People and Its H^aes," Haynes Foundation, Los Angelei
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chapter II

TYPES OP SLUMS, THEIR CAUSES
AKD WHAT SHOULD BE DONE

The dirrerent types of slums can be simaxaarized Into the

three following groups:

5-? Towns« These are shacks built of salvaged
materials of all kinds, outside the administrative limits of

the city so as to escape the housing laws and taxation,

2, HouslriR for the Poor, These are houses originally

built fifty or more years ago of bad, cheap materials "for

the poor," Of course, it is understandable how such develop

ments become blighted areas and slums.

Qgntral ^Ium§.* These are the ones situated in the

eentral part of the city, as described before, so they exist

near the business center and the nucleus of the city, These

are areas that became blighted and slinns because of their

location at the center of the city, as explained before.

What dhould We Do for a Treatment?

Remodeling? Remodeling of the blighted areas and the

slums is no solution for the problem; as mentioned before, it

la not only the buildings themselves that are objectionable.

'j'-j 1 -'v'



in aslxm, it is the whole set up, the narrow streets that

do not allow for fresh air and sunlight, the overcrowdednesa

of the whole area, the bad location in relation to the other

parts of the city, etc., and as remodeling does not treat

these deficiencies, it is not a proper solution.

Clearance and Rebuilding? This is not the solution

either. As mentioned before one of the characteristics of

blighted areas is the ovcrcrowdedness, so If these areas are

eleurec! and rebuilt in a better design that allows for enough

open spaces, fresh air and sunlight, it will not be possible

to accorifflodate all the original number of inhabitants of the

area, so anyvray new other er- as are needed. That is besides

the fact that the high land price of these slums due to their

location near the center of the city, makes it more profitable

to go to another site of cheaper price.

How To Choose the Site. So the solution is to build

new sites where the land needed for the development with all

the necessary services and open spaces is available at a

low price, and which fulfills the requirements of a healthy,

efficient and safe residential area.

The relation of this new sit© to the rest of the city

should be our guide for the choice. That leads to the need

of a Master Flan for the city, and tiirough a zoning process,

the right residential areas can be pointed out.

Of course, there are other factors that govern this
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choic®; the topography of the land, the existing means of

transportation, roads and highways, price of land, accessibility

of services to the site, such as sewage disposal, electricity,

drinking water, etc.

To discuss these factors on a right basis, we should M

find out first what are the requirements In the residential

areas* As mentioned before, this should be done through

the study of the individual that is going to live there,

and what his needs might be, ^

If we consider that a family of a working father, his

wife, a boy in school, and a child, can in general be almost

representing all the types of individuals who live in a

residential area, so the study of the needs of each of the

four types of persons can determine the requirements in

residential area.

First of all, the thing that they all need la a healthy

comfortable and efficient home. This is the fact that should

be taken as the basis for any further study.

Of course, the achievement of this .need can only be doof.

by knowing the different forms of families and their way of

life, and only then can we be able to deteivnine the size

location and number of buildings needed.

Taking the above-mentioned family as basis for our study

let us discuss the needs of each of its four members.

Ki
■



The Father, lhat kind of life does he lead? How does

he spend his time?

Usually it con be assirsed that he works, so in the

morning he leaves his house to his work. The location of the

work place is important, especially if we are planning for

a certain type of man, workers in factories or in farms or

university students for example, because in this case the

location of the work place governs to a large extent

our choice of the site for the residential area,

miat does this man do next?

He returns back from his work, tired physically and

mentally. He needs a comforuable, healthy home, with fresh

air and sunshine to the,degree needed; a beautiful view to ;

look over and a quiet environment to soothe his nerves, ^
In the afternoons he may like to v^ork in his garden

or enjoy the breeze under a tree, or he might occasionally

like to meet with his friends in a Club or enjoy going with

his wife for a visit or to a movie.

When he returns hone, he needs a sound, sleep, uninterrupted

by the noise of traffic or machinery, to get up fresh in the

next morning, to start another busy day life.

The Wife, Maybe she works, or maybe she does not. If

she does, her life may be similar to her husband's, but in

both cases she has eomr-thing else to do. She prepares the



meals for th® family, so she needs a nearby market to buy

v/hat she needs. She does her housed©anlng, so she does

not want any unnecessary pieces of furniture or ruga, as

that will increase the work she has to do. She washes the

laundry, so she needs a yard Vi'hei'e she hangs it to dry.

After all that m'ork is done ah© also needs comfort

and quietness. She should have beautiful scenery to en^oy,

and beaides her social visit or need for seeing a picture

or attending a lecture every now and then, she needs, at

the end of her busy day, a good, sound sleep in a comfortable,

healthy house,

School Boy, In the morning he gets up, gets his

breakfast and goes to school. He should be able to go to

the school by walking an easy walking distance, through

safe, paved roads, where he does not meet with the dangers

of rapid traffic and hazardous speedy cars. His school too

should b© in a quiet location.

During or after the school hours he should be able to

enjoy having a gaiae of basketball or any kind of sports he

likes, so he should be given enough efficient playgro\ands,

fl® finishes his work at school and returns back home.

He should find a clean, comfortable home where he may study

or meet with his neighbor's friends.

He also needs a sound sleep in a healthy, clean,

comfortable bed, so he should be provided with a bedroom, too.



The Child. This la the person that stays at home most

of the time, playing here and there with the other children.

They should be given ̂ ide lawns right In front of their homes

to play in without fearing the dangers of the motor vehicles

or the through traffic.

Re needs fresh air, sunshine. He needs a healthy home.

Well, this may in general cover the everyday life of

this family. That is, of course, besides their need for

other community services which vary from one ccmssunity to

another.

j^rom such a study the main elements that should be

included in the area, and their relation to each other

according to their functions, can be successfully determined.

The comtfiunlty services such as the school or the

shopping center or the need for a ctairch or a social

building, all these are services that should be concidered

in the planning} of course, the need for these services

differs according to the size and character of the community,

and a study of the neighborhood maybe of advantage, as

sometimes we can make use of any already existing services.
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CHAPTER III

RECREATION FOR KVIIRYONE

This is a feature that should be considered in any

planning process* "w® must ultimately provide adequate
park, beach and other recreation facilities for all age

groups."^
There is no doubt that most of our cities are far

from achieving this need* For example* the Master Plan

studies of Los Angeles Indicate that in some sections of

the city from GO to 70 per cent of the people are not now

served by adequate recreational faoilitiea*

This means . . , » to every citizen®
Children playing in streets.
Congested residential areas, without adequate

open spaces for light and air*
Rising rates of juvenile delinquency and crSme*
Viiasting of many of the natural recreational assets.

It is Interesting to quote the following from the same

report;

^"Accomplialiments 1946** City Planning Oomalssion, Los
Angeles, California.

^Ibid*



The most urgent need stressed by the 'Welfare
Council Survey Is for community recreation facilities
located within residential areas close to the people
who use thenu To determine the exact need for
playgrounds and parks, the entix-e city ia being
studied neighborhood by neighborhood.

The first step was the preparation of a base
map showing the location of existing schools, play
grounds, parks, ssjor traffic streets, residential
and non-residential zoning, railroads, rivers and stream
ciiannels.

The second step in the study consisted of dividing
the city into comunities and neighborhoods of such
size that each would contain a schoolground or play
ground located so that- children are within reasonable
walking distance of the facilities. Although not all
schoolgrounds are now available for use as neighborhood
playgrounds, it ia essumed i^hat they could b© converted
to such use. if no playground exists in a neighborhood,
a new site is proposed.

After ©stimatlng the probable ultimate population
in each neighborhood, the required size of park or
playground Is determined.

The final .tep is the preparation of a plan showing
both the existing and proposed neighborhood playgrounds
and parks.

The studies and planning for district playgrounds
and parks are similar to those for neighborhoods. The
difference lies in the need for larger playground areas
for the older youths and adults, end the greater radius
of service.

When the study la completed, whe final maps will
constitute the Master Flan of Recreation v/hich will
serve as a guide for future acquisition of land fop
parks and playgrounds,T

To get a more general idea of the problem, v-?© should

try to find out how it happened that moat of our cities do

not have enoxjgh recreation areas.

Ibid.

' ŝM;
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Generally a city grows and s;:reads out of a "center,"

As It grows» the location becomes more desirable, so the

land value rises higher, " The rent becomes higher, and that

makes the owners of any vacant land build it for profit.

Even if they did not build, and held it for playgrounds or

recreation, that would only be in expectation of the right

moment, when the land value reaches the figure' thao would

satisfy their ambitions, and then they sell It to be built.

The following figures may help to show hpw ridiculoiia

the situation now is in some cltlcsj they are the average

percentages of land use Ih 22 American citlea, revealing

the small figures devoted to parks and playgrounda:

Dwellings 59,35^
.  Industry 5,91^

Business and Commercial Uses 2,38^
Railroad Property 5,50^
Streets 33,61^
Public and Semi-Public Areas ' v,61%
Parks and Playgrounds 6,33^

The situation in these olcies is even better than in

some «ther covintrles, especially in Euroi^e, where we find

that recreation areas are decreasing steadily; Paris for

example lost two-thirds of its recreational areas within

one hundred years I

In the United States the case has been better as there

has been a movement for more recreation areas and parks

within the cities, which started as early as the Brown

Decades# We find that at that time 01mstead urged for the



need of parka and open spaces, ,i|
Besides the need for enough recreation areas, the right J

and proper distribution of recreation areas is as important. S

It is even more disappointing to know that this has '-M

been going on, when the extreme opposite was what should

have been done. It is a known fact that the unprecedented

rapid growth of our cities during the last century has been

the result of the industrial revolution (in the United States a

and Europe,) This meant that the people were working and

living in an atmosphere stuffed with the smoke and odors of
■ Hfactories, which in turn increased his need for fresh air,

parks and playgrounds where he can get whet he lacks during ,

his work time, «

_  fEven when the mechanization of industry took place, and

the union organization took place, the work hours became less,

and the people had more time to enjoy the fresh air and d
nature, if available. 'y«H

In 1900 the working hoiira were 60 hours a week while

they are now 401 Does not that indicate more need for

recreation areas? But what do we find? Men do not find

recreation areas within their easy reach, so they go on

idling in the streets of the unhealthy cities; boys and .^|
children try to play in the streets, on the pavements, or ^8

in the backyards that are full of dirt and refuse i That in S'S

Itself is a practical proof of our Innate need for recreation ^
il'

0



areas and playgrounds.

The Types and Forma of the Recreation Areas

As mentioned before, recreation facilities should be

provided for everyone and every age. Wfhat Is needed for

a child Is different from what a boy of 17 or a man of

40 would need.

That means that a thorough Investigation of the different

ages and sexes and their percentage in the community should

be done and the results reached taken as a basis for the

determination of the sizes and kinds of the playgroxinds and

recreation areas needed. Of course, the customs, habits,

traditions and even the religion have also direct effect on

the kind of recreation needed.

It is interesting to quote here the recreation standards

which have been set by the City Planning Commission of

Los Angeles. The figures shown are the minimum standards

for public recreation areas.

aii.7







How to Get over the Exlstinc Situation

As mentioned before, the centers of our cities are the

least parts of the cities in having any playgrounds or

recreation areas within easy reach, so if any slums or

blighted areas within the center of the city are cleared, it

would be completely x^rong to rebuild the cleared area; it

should be left for recreation use and playgrounds,

this will be a profitable action for the government, or

the city, because by doing so, the land value in the

surrounding areas rises, and uhe taxes paid to the government

accordingly increase.

Another thing should be noted in this respect also.

The people keep on moving out of the overcrowded center of

city city ?fhere they do not find any recreation facilities,

and into the outskirts or suburbs where they are nearer^to

natwe. This costs the city money to extend the different

servicea into the new built areas. This can be stopped by

providing recreation areas near the center of the city where

most needed.

Of course, this is a slow process, but it is the only

way to treat the existing problem. There is no excuse

for repeating the same mistakes again in any new development,

and this side by side of providing the city with recreation

areas is our hope for a better city and better living, ,
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CHAPTER IV

INDUSTRY AND THE CITY

There are many factors that affect the choice of the

industry location. These general factors can be susimarized

under the following headings s

1, Availability of raw materials
2, Availability of labor
3, Cheapness of land
4, Transportation facilities
5, Nearness to markets
6, Economic facilities

\

1, Availability of haw Materials, The different

types of Industry are in need of raw materials for manu-

facturing, so it is, of coarse, profitable and wise to

build the factories or plants near to where they are

available,

2. Availabllity of Labor. This has always been one

Of the most important factors in 'the choice of the site,

though it has begun to lose its majjor Importance since the

mechanization of industry has decreased to a certain extent

the need for large masses of labor. Yet, oven these

machines still need workingmen to make them work.

In scmie regions or countries where no "labor union

standards" are established for the wages, the cheapness of





labor becomes a decisive factor also,

There are some cases where the contrary has happened;

that is to say, industry was established first and then labor

was attracted, but in these cases, there must be other

factors that Vvore found stronger and taken into consideration.

3. Che< of Land, There is no doubt that this

is one of the points taken into consideration in the choice

of the sit© for industry^ though, of aouree, it he® to be
h

considered In an overall consideration of all the economic

factors Involved.

4, Transportation Facilities. Raw materials are brought

into the factories to be manufactured and then delivered Into

the markets,. In both processes, adequate transportation

facilities are needed.

The same thing applies to the worklngmen also, especially

when there has been aiiy consideration of provision of homes

for them within walking distances from the factories, as it

Is the case in moat of the big cities. That is why we find

that factories have been usually following railroad tracks,

Scametimes the existence of a river, a canal, or sea trans

portation may be the governing factor in that respect according

to the type of industry, the location of the raw materials

and the markets,

5, Mearness to Markets, That in scnae cases has been

the governing factor In the choice of the location of industry*



In such cases, as in London or Cairo, the population

of the city repi'esents a large portion of the consusiers, and

so 'ft*© find that the Industry starts near to the city.

Economic Factors» These are other general factors

tnat would suggest a certain site, like the existence of

cheap natural resources that are needed for the manufacturing,

such as electricity power.

Other factors like the climate have been mastered now

by the man-made mechanical inventories.

Need fcr Zoning to rrotect the City
Against the Menace of Industry

This is a short study of the factors that governed the

location of the industry, and from it we can see that the

relation of industry to the city has never been taken into

consideration except from the industry's point of view,

whether it was for the benefit of the city or for its

misfortune•

Industry has been located everywhere. That is what

resulted into the present confusion. We find factories built

in the center of the city, filling the air with smoke, built

where trees and parka are most needed to provide the fresh

air needed for a decent home, but instead it menaces the

whole surroundings with Its dangerous fumes and smoke.

It is even more disappointing to notice that up until



now the new factories are built on the borders of the city,

lor the comparative low land price, and this means endangering

all the new residential areas which extend towards the city

limits.

Zoning is the only solution for this confusion, and then

industry can only spread where it should without badly

affecting the rest of the city.

This is a general study of the city, its functions and

how they should be related to each otherj the problem of

furnishing decent, comfortable homes for the people has

been always sought.

In Egypt this is one of the major problems aa the

standard of living is comparatively low, and accordingly

the result was that most of the low-paid people, especially

the industry workers, had to live in sub-standard houses,

ly problem is the choice of the site and planning of

6000 units for these workingmen. All the conclusions reached

in this study will be taken into consideration when dealing

with the problem.

ft , .<r



CHAPTER V

THE CHOICE OF THE SITE FOR THE WORKINGMEN CITY DEVELOPMENT

Giziret El Warrak

This Is fehe site I chose for my project. This choice

is based on the preceding studies, and the conclusions I

arrived at.

In the choice of the site for a residential area for an

existing industrial area, the following points were Involved,

The Location of the Site in Relation to the Existing

Industrial Area, Proia the previous studies, I found out

that the location of the residential area for workers in an

industrial area should be governed by the fact that the house

should be within easy reach from the work place.

This easy reach can be by having easy and efficient

means of transportation, or by being within a walking

distance from the work place.

In our case, the first condition is not available; and

the workers cannot afford to have private means of trans-

poi'tation like a ear or a motor cycle. So the second con*

dition should be fulfilled in the choice of the site, A

dlstunce as long as one-half mile to one mile is a

reasonable walking distance. The workingmaun can go or

come back from his work by walking fifteen or twenty minutes.





This is not a long distance to walk, and it should

be noticed that by proper planning he will walk through

efficient and safe roads, which will be prohibited for any

rapid, traffic.

Prom the diagram showing this area within v/hich my ^
site should be located we can see that the El Warrak

Island satisfies this point perfectly.

Availability of land Needed. To this point, the

chosen site is perfectly satisfactory. This island has

almost no buildings at all on it at the present. All the

island la cultivated, and it turns a poor quantity of crops

that is of no importance to consider. The soil of the Island

is similar to the lower quality of land in the cultivated

land in Egypt, due to the fact that the upper layer is mud

mixed with sand.

Regarding the quality of the soil, the land in this

island Is better for housing than for cultivation. The fact

that the island does not have many buildings on it at present

offers a very good chance of having all the land needed

ready at hand without any clearing expenses to s end. This

applies al-so for any future development if any will be

needed, and if we look to the map we will find Ihat industry

Is spreading northward alongside the railroad and the high

way, ie see that the island will fulfill most of the points

of consideration mentioned for the future development of the
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project as a residential area for the workers.

Cheapness o£ Land, fhe land price on this island is

comparatively cheap as a result of being a poor agricultural

land, This is true especially if we compare it with the other

land that lies to the east of the railroad.

This factor of land price Is one that should be taken

into consideration; the difference in the prip® can be used

In building more units, especially when dealing with low-

rent units, and when the funds are limited.

Away from ThrouRh Traffic. Being an island in its

present condition, it is unnecessary to alter any of the

already existing roads, highways, or ^sllroad tracks In

order to avoid having heavy through traffic within the

project area. This means that X shrtll bu completely free in

developing my plans.

Natural Beauty of the Site. The natural beauty of

the site of a residential area is essential, especially when

building for factory workers who are closed in from nature's

beauty all of their work hours.

The chosen island offers a magnificent chance to have

this beauty right at hand; the mere fact that it is an

island In the middle of the Nile makes it uni<jue in this point,

'^he long beach all around the island offers a magnificent

chance to enable almost every house to overlook the most

attractive scenery In the country.







The Climate, The climate of the region in the Cairo

area is characteristic for Its dryness and warmth, especially

in the summer. Prom the chart we can see that the temperature

reaches as high as 116*^, especially in the summer. This

is a very important factor that should be taken into

consideration.

The choice of the island is very favorable in this

respect. Being an island in the middle of the river it has

the chance of getting the cool breeze off the river. This

point grows in importance when we know, as is shown on the

chart, that tbs warra temperature exists almost nine months

a year? even in winter it is never vei'y cold.

Factory Smoiie md Chemical Fumes, Industry in Egypt

uses coal and oil as fuel. Electricity is not much used

because of its high cost. So from the industrial area,

there flows the smoke and chemical fumes out of the factory

chimneys,

With the help of the prevailing winds which blow from

the north and northwest, this smoke flows towards the south

and southeast. So if we look to the map, we will find again

that the area to the east of the railroad is all menaced by

the bad effect of the smoke,

I think that this point is very important in the choice

of the site, especially when we have different sites to

choose from as in this case. The island that I am choosing



for ray site Is the best in the whole area from which I am

choosing* Besides the fact that the smolce flowing from

tVie factories does not affect the island at all, it has

another advantage.

As an island it is quite open to the north-northwest

wind which is cooled by the water.

Of course, the site I chose is not the only site that

has these advantages, but it is the one that I found to

satisfy all of them, which makes it unique in this respect,

and that is wi-!y I recommend Giziret 11 larrak to be the

residential area Tor the existing factories, and for future

development when It will be needed*

<
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CHAPTER VI

THE PROGRAM

3ulatioa and Land Use

From the study I made for different housing projects

and developments, I am goint;, to choose the following

figures as a basis for my calculations.

In the Aliso Mission Gardens. Los Angeles, development

the proposed land use percentages were as follows!

Residential 54.9^^ )
Streets 12,8^ ) Population
Comir!erce 17,65^ ) Density;
Industry Hone ) 51,6% per
School, Church, Park 14,7^ ) net residential acre.

In the Paeoima Development, Los Angeles, the following

figure^' were proposed;

Residential 66 ) Population
Streets 14.2^ ) Dens1ty;
Commerce 1#6^ ) per net
Industry 10,6^ ) residentiai acre.
School, Church, Park 6,8% )

The difference in density is not reflected to any

extent in the net cost of land or even in the gross acquisition

cost. These if amortized over 99 years would add very

little to the rent, even when low density is used.

In the Aliso Village the large blocks were cheaper

to build per unit and the demand for units was high, while

in Pacolma the unrestricted land area available together



with a relatively low demand for units made possible a

low density# Anyway the assessed value per net ac3re in

each case was ^11,640 in the first case and $707 in the

second.

Of course, these figures were the figures reached

by the planning that was found to be best in each case,

but it can give us an approximate basis for my design.

So taking them, and the conditions that exist in Egypt,

I am going to follow the following figures in my design.

I think more area should be devoted for the playgrounds.

The density (roond figure) that I think would be

Reasonable, is about fifty persona per net residential

acre. The projeci; is going to include 6000 units and the

necessary services.

These units are going to be divided into the following

types;

1, "Bachelor dwellings"
2, "Married-Couple units" 1 bedroom
5, "Married-Couple with one or two children"

2 bedrooms

4, "Family House" (for families of five or more)
3 bedrooms

The percentage of each of these types of units to

the total number of units should correspond with the

percentages of family types as indicated.





These percentages go as follows:

1, Bachelors
2, Couples without children
3. Couples with one or two children
4. Couples with three or more children

50^
26%
16,5%
B,5%

The total number of population can be calculated from

these figures:

!♦ Bachelors s 6000 3000 persons

2, Couples 2 X 6000 X 25 9 2 X 1500 persona

3000 peraons

3* Couples with one or two chlldrem - 3.5 x 6000 x
16«5 « 3465 persons
"TM

4, Couples with three or more children m 5.5 x 6000
*  6000 X 8,5 8 2805 persona

Total 12,260 peraons

The land use percentages I am going to use as a basis ||

for my planning are the following!

Residential qq^
Recreation, Schools, Community Services 26%
Streets 12,5^
Shopping Center 2.5^
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To calculate the necessary area for the new development,

following the above mentioned standards, there are two waya

of approach.

1, Direct calculation from the total population figure

and the population density established.

When the needed area should bes

19260 X 100 409.6 acres (gross area)

2» Calculation from the nianber of units of each type

per acre.

1. Bachelor \inlts 3000
2. One bedroom units 1500

3. Two bedroom units 990

4. Three bedroom unitaSlO

30 \mits / acre
20 units / acre
7 units / acre
5 units / acre

The total area then s 3000 plus 1500 plus 990 plus 510
T'

s  100 plus 75 plus 141,5 plus 102

-  413,5 acres

Both ways of calculation lead to almost the same result.

So a round flgxire of 400 to 425 acres can be taken as a basis

for needed area for the project.

irements

Prom the studies I went through before, and from considering

the type and character of individuals I am planning the develop

ment fort I can decide on the following requirements for my
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prpgrmt

6000 Housing Units Divided fts followsj

a, 5000 Bachelor Units /
b, 1500 1 Bedroom Units *
0» 1000 2 Bedroom Units ,
d, 500 5 Bedroom Units

Recreation end ajausement facilities

Klementary schools and a high school
Playgrounds
A Mosque
A shopping center
Other services as fire station, police station,

telegram and telephone office, etc.

Units

The Bachelor Units. These units shall be in multiple

structures of three stories each, with several units on each

floor. The limitation of the number of floors is due to the

fact that though the building of higher buildings may be

cheaper, there are the following points to consider.

1, Per a larger number of floors there will be needed

lifts. These cost money and the ninnlng expenses will be

high as electricity is expensive as mentioned before, Thie

will necessitate the raising of the rent, which I am trying

to make as low as possible.

S. Ihen the buildings becorae very large, it will be

more difficult to maintain the privacy that is necessary for

each person,

5. As I am Intending to provide each of these multiple
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buildings with a social and recrratlon hall, so if the

number of persons living In the building Is too large, it

will be hard to attain that requirement in a satisfactory

way except by having a large center, which I prefer to be

in a separate building and large enough to serve the whole

community.

So, on the ground floor, a lounge large enough to be

efficient for the number of residents in the building, will

be required, besides two or three gamerooms (billiard,

ping-pong, etc.)

No cooking privilege is to be allowed. Instead, a

cafeteria or n\imber of cafeterias will be provided, where

the bachelors can get their meals.

These cafeterias then are going to sei've at least

3000 persona.

In each of the buildings, there will be the necessary

lavatory facilities and laundry-washing room, one or two

telephone booths, and a small management office.

There are certain points that must be tsJteen Into con

sideration in the design of these ^Bachelor Units"!

1, The cross-ventilation is most essential, especially

in the warm climate of Cairo,

2, As the number of units on each floor will be considerably

high, there should be provided adequate staircases, and as

mentioned before, no lifts are necessary.





S» The area for each unit shotild b® large enough to

furnish a oomfortabl® living space for a bachelor: a bed,

one or two easy chairs, a desk, a dresser, (or a closet)

and a wash basin,

4. Proper orientation of the building is essential,

The north-northwest wind is very desirable. The sun moves

from the southeast to the southwest. In summer the sun at

noon is exactly overhead. These factors besides the fact

that we should take advantage of the natural beauty of the

scenery, should be taken into consideration in deciding the

proper orientaticaa of the building.

One Bedroom Units, These units are for the married

couples with no children. They can be either designed as

multlpl® units or separate ones. Being low-rent units,

it is advisable to design them as multiple units.

Each unit will be larger than the bachelors' "units.

They will accomodate a bedroom, a living room, a small

kitchenette and dining space, A bathroom will be provided

in each unit.

As the unit itself is larger than a Bachelor Unit,

the number of units in each building should be less, especially

that her© privacy is even more necessary,

Tv/o Bedroom Units, These units are for couples with

one or two children.



On# bedroom will b# for the man and his wife, and th#

second room is for the children. Of course, a living room

is neededj a dining apace and a Icitchon ax*e to be provided,

too, besides a bathrooa;.

Those houses can be aei^^eu^e or in multiple buildings.
For low-rent units, it will be more economical to have ♦•-how
In multiple buildings, though coraple .# privacy must b#
attained through complete separation of the units, A

backyard is also to be provided for each unit, and a private
entrance.

As for the relation of these units to the rest of

the project, it must be remembered tnat children live in

these units. No through traffic should be allowed within

the area of these units. It should be net^r to the elementary
school and the playgrounds.

Intermediate courts or lawns where the children can

play near their homes is desirable,

'^ree Bedroom Units. This type of dwelling la for
large families of five or more persons.

That kind of s family needs privacy and a large space.
So these units must be separate units. They also should
be of two floors. On the first floor there will be a large
living room, a kitchen, a dining room, and a small storage
-space.
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Oa the second floor there will be the three bedrooaiB

and & bathroom.

For such a house a backyard is needed; also, a small

private garden which can even be used for raising scane

vegetables,

As mentioned about the two bedroom units. Intermediate

courts or l^wns should be arranged Xor here also,
4

I

Recreation and Amusement

For a coKTOunlty of more than 12,000 persons, there

should be provided the necessary recreation and light

amusement which is local, 'fhe inhabitan's of the development

should have 'these amusements near to where they live,

A theatre that would hold «00 or 500 persons will be

a necessity. It should be noticed that this theatre may

be used for giving lectures when needed.

One of the most popular means of amusement in Egypt is

the "Cafe". This word Is a little misleading, for it is

applied to a place different in character from the "cafe"

in America,

In Egypt this place is some sort of a public club.

Anybody can go there, have a cup of coffee or some refreshments,

where he can meet with his friends, and enjoy playing billiards,

dominoes, trick-track, chess, or sometimes cards. One or

two or more of these cafe's are necessary in such a community.
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A "sandwich-shop" which is some sort of a fountain,

except that there sandwiches and refreshments are served.

Ko stools or tables are necessary. This is as popular in

Egypt as the fountains are in the United. States,

Schools

The children in elementary school constitute about

ten per cent of the total number of the population. So for

the population of this development which is about 12,000

persona, there will be about 1200 children in need of

elementary schools. As mentioned before, these schools should

be within walking distance from their homes# That means that

schools to satisfy the needs of the community should be built

within the development area.

For that number of students, there are needed three

elementary schools, as 400 students is an average number of

students in an elementary school in Egypt,

As for the high school age group, which is not pompulaory

education in Egypt^ it will constitute forty or fifty per

cent of the number of those of elementary school age. That

means that the high school education will be needed for '

500 to 600 students. This is a number that can support on#

high school.

The location of this school should be with consideration

to the future development.



These schools will have their own. playgrounds which

will serve all the students.

The provision of playgrounds, large enough to serve

the whole ocfflasunity must be satisfied. These playgrounds

should serve every age. That is why they can be divided

into passive and active playgrounds and parks.

For the active playgrounds, there should be aocommodation®

for a seeker field, which is the most popular gsaae in Egypt,

a basketball field and several tennis courts. It should be

noticed that there should be provided places for ph. ylng

some of the indoor games like ping-pong and billiards. To

omplete the requirements of the playgrounds, there should

be provided the necessary toilets, showers and dressing

places,

A swimming pool will be essential as in the w&rm days

of the aujmner this la very much needed. The river Is not

fit for swimming as the waters are dirty with the mud they

carry. It is even unhealthy to swim in it.

As for the passive part, that is where the older people

can enjoy sitting in the shade, smelling the breese and

enjoy being close to nature*
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To satisfy the religious needs of the eoiaiaunlt:y, one

two iBosques should be provided as the mosque is needed

for prayers# The type of individual I am planning for is#

for the most part, much devoted to his religion. It should

be located within walking distance. It should also be

In a somewhat secluded spot.

pii^ Center

There lis needed a shopping center in every community.

The aiae and character of it varies according to the size

and character of the coamunity it serves.

In our case, the community served is 12,000 persons.

For such a number the shopping center should be large enough

to satisfy most of their needs as that large number will be

able to support it. So there will be needed one or more

markets, a djnxgstore, one or two barbershops, a shoe-recalr

shop, one or two laundries (which are smsdl scale) and maybe

a fountain.

It should be that there will be needed other small

markets in the farther parts of the project to serve the

iimwediate local needs of the surrounding units.

Other Services

To make the city efficient within Itself, there are otha»





general public services that should be provided within the

development area,

A community center that will serve as administrative

center, a meeting hall, and offices for the civic public

services is needed, A police station, a fire station, a

post office, a telegram and telephone office are also needed,

All these different public services should be located

in a central position of the development as they will be

equally needed in every part of the project.

Conclusion

Thus we can see that the project will attain the

character of a small city which is mainly residential,

but which includes also the necessary elements to make it

efficient within itself, though it is a part of a greater

city, Cairo,
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